
What drives my work ethic is building a product that can have a substantial impact in a certain area. It's also

crucial for me to be in a place that really backs up its employees and helps them grow within the company. I

love being in a culture where everyone is cool with getting feedback while allowing room for dissent.

Javascript

Typescript 

NodeJs

React / React Native

NextJs

NuxtJs

Rest API

GraphQl

MongoDB

LewAndDowski ( Upwork )

Senior Frontend Developer

Spearheaded frontend development for ticket consignment portal, ensuring seamless user interaction

and efficient ticket sales management.

Achieved client's objectives by delivering user-friendly interface, robust ticket sales system, and

enhanced service offerings

Zesty.io

Front-end Engineer 

Developed and maintained marketing website, optimizing speed and increasing web traffic,

Implemented cost-saving measures by transitioning documentation process in-house, enhancing control

and efficiency.

Contribute to enhancing the UI and implementing new features inside zesty.io core headless cms

May 2022 - Present

January 2023 -  Feb 2024 (Freelance) 

PROFESSIONAL MOTIVATIONS AND VALUES

+639981740071 · jomar.montuya@icloud.com · medianeth.dev

Pandi Bulacan Philippines

Jomar Montuya

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

SKILLS

Cocompetence ( Kyneo.io )

Fullstack Developer

Collaborated in constructing responsive dashboard and React Native mobile application based on Figma

designs, meeting project requirements comprehensively.

Received client satisfaction for facilitating backend tasks and overall functionality development through

successful initial interface implementation.

January 2022 -  January 2023 (Freelance) 

Cocompetence ( Lagshoppen.se)

Fullstack Developer

Engineered comprehensive dashboard, sophisticated storefront, and robust ordering system, integrating

Swish payment gateway for seamless transactions.

Achieved success with over 200 teams and 1000+ users onboard, resulting in significant revenue

generation for the company.

June 2021 -  Feb 2022 (Freelance) 

EDUCATION

International Electronics And Technical Institute

Information And Communication Technology

June 2014 - June 2016

Zero To Mastery ( online course ) 

Fullstack Development coding bootcamp

March 2019 - March 2020


